An unusual insertion of an accessory band of the semitendinosus tendon: case report and review of the literature
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The Pes Anserinus is characterised by high morphological variability. It consists of three tendons: the sartorius, gracilis and semitendinosus. The semitendinosus and gracilis tendons are routinely harvested for reconstruction anterior cruciate ligament, and the presence of accessory bands within them can handicap the harvesting process. This report presents a case of a rare insertion of accessory band of the semitendinosus tendon (to the fascia of the soleus muscle and tibia). The current classification should be extended to accommodate such “rare cases” to facilitate more successful hamstring grafts.
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INTRODUCTION

The semitendinosus muscle is one of the hamstring muscles located in the postero-medial side of the thigh. It originates from the lower and medial impression on the superior part of the tuberosity of the ischium, through a tendon common to the ischium itself and the long head of the biceps femoris [12, 25]. The belly of the semitendinosus becomes a long tendon, which is involved in the formation of the Pes Anserinus (PA) [18, 25].

The PA is anatomically defined as the conjoined tendons of three muscles: the sartorius tendon (ST), gracilis tendon (GT) and the semitendinosus tendon (STT). At the distal part of the PA, at the tibial attachment, the ST, GT and STT fuse with the fascia of the leg, forming the Anserinus plate [18]. The PA consists of a superficial layer formed by the ST, and a deep layer formed by the GT and STT [18].

A strong autograft can be created with hamstring tendons. The STT and the GT are commonly used as autograft material for the reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) [3, 10, 18, 23, 29] or patellar tendon after rupture [14, 18, 26]. Nonetheless, complications associated with PA tendon transplantation have been reported, and a classification has been proposed to clarify the morphological variations occurring as additional bands [18].

On rare occasions, unexpected types of accessory band can be encountered in the STT, as described in the present report. We therefore propose to extend the existing classification of PA by including ‘rare cases’. It would allow for such further variations when harvesting autograft material and to improve the planning of orthopaedic surgery in this area.
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CASE REPORT

A female cadaver, 69 years old at death, was subjected to routine anatomical dissection for research and teaching purposes at the Department of Normal and Clinical Anatomy, Medical University of Lodz. The dissection of the thigh, knee and crural region was performed using standard techniques according to a strictly specified protocol [16–20]. During the dissection of the right medial thigh and crural region, an unusual accessory band and insertion of the semitendinosus muscle was found. Morphometric measurements were taken based on digital photographic images processed through MultiScanBase 18.03 (Computer Scanning System II, Warsaw, Poland).

The accessory band was localised 80.79 mm from the main PA insertion. The length of the additional band to the split was 74.02 mm. The shorter band (length 49.91 mm) inserted into the tibia, while the longer band (84.77 mm) inserted into the fascia of the soleus muscle (Figs. 1, 2).

The origin and course of the semitendinosus muscle were normal, as was the insertion into the tibia. The length of the muscle belly was 281.98 mm, while the length of the tendon was 154.43 mm. The STT displayed a band-shaped insertion, with its innervation taking place from a muscular branch of the tibial nerve. The ST displayed normal origin and course and was inserted into the tibia. The GT presented a fan-shaped insertion. No other anatomical variations were identified. The type of insertion was determined using types as described previously [18].

DISCUSSION

Injuries of the ACL account for anywhere between 25% and 50% of all ligamentous knee injuries, and ACL reconstruction is one of the most common orthopaedic techniques performed worldwide [6, 8, 21, 24].
While the fibular and tibial collateral ligaments exhibit strong healing potential and generally respond well to conservative treatment, the ACL has poor intrinsic healing ability due to the fact that it is enveloped by synovial fluid and lacks significant vascularisation [9, 13, 17]. Therefore, reconstruction seems to be the best current solution for ACL tears, with autograft reconstruction using the patellar tendon or quadrupled GT/STT being most popular procedure used for ACL surgery [9, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22, 26].

While both patellar graft and hamstring tendon graft have their advantages and disadvantages, hamstring graft causes significantly less anterior knee pain and less incidence of kneeling pain [5, 11, 21, 28]. Interestingly, patients tend to make a faster return to full hamstring tendon functionality following hamstring harvest than after patellar graft [2, 4, 7, 15, 21]. However, hamstring harvesting is complicated by the occurrence of numerous accessory bands originating from the STT [18, 25].

Olewnik et al. [18] propose a sexpartite classification of accessory bands originating from the ST, GT and STT. The most common organisation was Type 1-1-1, i.e. monotendinous ST, GT and STT, which was observed in 52.9% of cases [18]. The second most frequent occurrence was Type 1-1-2, characterised by a monotendinous ST and GT, and one accessory band from the STT (31.4%) [18]. The third most frequent occurrence was Type 1-1-3, which was characterised by monotendinous ST and GT and two accessory bands from the STT (8.8%). Three more types were significantly less common: Type 1-2-3 (monotendinous ST, one accessory band from GT and two accessory bands from the STT; found in 1%), Type 2-1-2 (one accessory band from ST, a single band from GT and one accessory band from STT; found in 2%) and Type 2-2-3 (each muscle had one accessory band, one accessory band from the ST and GT and two accessory bands from the STT; found in 3.9%) [18].

Based on Olewnik et al. [18] above, the tendon described in the present manuscript would be classified as Type 1-1-2, as it presents an accessory band originating from the STT. However, the accessory band then splits into two bands, where one inserts to the tibia and the other to the fascia of the soleus muscle. Although the classification could be modified to account for this form by creating a new Type 1-1-2 subtype, it would be better to add a separate rare cases group that defines the typical insertion of additional bands [18]. Additional bands originating from the GT attach to the fascia of the gastrocnemius muscle, while those originating from the STT join to the fascia of the gastrocnemius muscle, as well as to the deep fascia [18]. The case for an additional rare cases category is supported by the findings of Ashaolu et al. [1], who report an isolated example of a PA consisting of an ST, GT and STT, together with an accessory band of the STT, semi-membranous tendon and contributions from the tibial collateral ligament. An interesting case report by Rizvi et al. [25] also identified an unusual additional attachment of the STT and GT to the deep fascia. We believe that in addition to the case described above, both unusual types should also be categorised into “rare cases”.

It is important to know the distance between PA insertion and the presence of additional bands during tendon procurement [3, 18, 27]. This distance has been found to be more than 10 cm in one study [3], between 6–8 cm and 8–12 cm from insertion by Tunçay et al. [27], and 6.35 cm from the main PA insertion (6.35 cm mean length for the STT and 11.88 cm for the GT) by Olewnik et al. [18]. In the present case report, the accessory band was localised 80.79 mm from the main PA insertion: well within the 10 cm ‘safe distance’ given above.

The type of insertion also plays an important role when planning hamstring grafts. Fan-shaped and band-shaped types have previously been described [18]; however, the present case presents a band-shaped STT insertion and a fan-shaped GT insertion. In cases where the insertion is fan shaped, it might be harder to recognise the correct tendon and to expose the point where the tendon stripper can be placed [18].

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present case report describes a rare insertion of the accessory band of the STT, and determines the distance between the PA insertion and the additional band. This particular type of insertion could complicate the hamstring graft procedure. An awareness of the arrangement of the accessory bands of the semitendinosus and their insertion type (e.g. fascia of the soleus muscle) is important for the success of the harvesting procedure. The current classification should be extended to include such “rare cases” to improve future hamstring graft procedures.
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